
Malpa WAKWAKKO DOCTORS
Young Doctors from Elizabeth Grove PS



Week 1

Introduction to MALPA

Started with Kaurna acknowledgement and Pledge. 

Made a code of conduct

Shared how we are feeling today!

Watched Uncle Jack video and wrote dot points of 

what we learnt

Then we set up our books

Explained what the next few weeks’ focus would be 

- Identity and Culture

Prepared pea and corn fritters meal – shared food 

together and stuck recipe into book

WWW on the mat to finish our Young Doctors group



Week 2 
Cultural Ice Berg/Identity

Kaurna acknowledgement, Pledge, code of conduct, 

Shared how you are feeling today.

Introduced the Iceberg theory and students 

recorded what others can see and know about 

them and what was underneath the iceberg. 

Each person shared one thing others can see about 

them and one they can’t see.

Wrote names and important parts of their identity 

on Jenga blocks. Played the game of removing 

blocks as a visual to show what can happen to our 

identity as pieces are removed or devalued.

Sent home note to gain information about Identity 

and where the family members were born – in 

preparation for  our learning on Identity

Introduced Aboriginal symbols to represent identity 

linked to art work

Discussed the up coming Medicine Garden project



Week 3

Cultural map of Australia and the world

Kaurna acknowledgement, Pledge, code of conduct

Feelings circle sharing.

Build on CULTURE and IDENTITY

What makes me who I am?

Where does everyone fit?

Learn from everyone’s family stories from many cultures –

where did parents and grandparents live before they 

came to Australia – show on the map

Start drawing personal journey on paper then transfer to 

fabric to make into a Young Doctors wall hanging

Make fruit kebabs for afternoon snack

Jenga Games, walk out to garden to look at location of 

Medicine Garden and what will be planted in each raised 

garden bed



or Covid 19

Week 4
Physical Health and WellBeing with a focus on 

the Coronavirus and hand washing

Share how you are feeling today!

Powerpoint from Malpa (Blakeview PS)

Listen to podcast on Coronavirus

Wrote dot points of learning from the Germs 

and Washing hands clip from Mystery Science –

HOW Do Germs get inside your body??

Wrote 3 important notes to share with the 

group

Practised washing hands for 20 seconds singing 

a song or jingle

Then ate an individually wrapped snack – no 

shared food or cooking at this time or for the 

rest of the term due to Corona Virus

WWW and took handwashing/coughing 

protocol poster home to family



Week 5

Oral Health -How to look after and brush your teeth

Started with hand washing, then Kaurna 

acknowledgement, Pledge and code of conduct, 

Shared our feelings– especially about concerns and 

news about the virus. We have so few students due 

to families keeping kids home due to COVID-19

Watched https://www.australiadental.com.au/guide-

dental-hygiene-kids/ as visitors unable to come into 

schools

Emphasised the importance of clean  hands and 

teeth, eating healthy food, drinking plenty of water

Talk about amounts of sugar in food, even savoury 

food such as chips and shapes. We found this on the 

packaging, as well ENERGY – what does it mean?

Shared pre-packaged food, individually wrapped

Explained to students that unfortunately this is our 

last Young Doctors meeting until we go back to 

fulltime attendance at school.

WWW on the mat to finish our Young Doctors group



Week 6

Planting out the Medicine Garden

Sat on the mat. Did welcome to country and 

Malpa pledge

Revised group norms, as our first week back 

together

Introduced Annette our volunteer, and Tina 

our guest speaker

Annette and Jenny helped with food/snacks –

toasted wholemeal sandwiches

Tina shared about the Medicine Garden, the 

indigenous plants purchased, their uses as 

bush tucker and medicine for the joint 

project. 

Explained the journey of the Medicine 

Garden and link to Healing Garden.            

Spent time in the Medicine Garden planning, 

digging holes and planting plants. 

Came back to room for sharing of WWW



Week 7Artwork for Medicine Garden

Sat on the mat for welcome to country 

and Malpa pledge

Annette and Anna helped with 

food/snacks –fruit salad and yoghurt

Divided into groups

Introduced Sandy ( our school artist) and 

purpose of artwork for Medicine Garden 

Drew a picture of what makes you feel 

happy and healthy, with links to plants in 

the garden, Aboriginal symbols and 

artwork

Gave sheet for first draft – with support 

from Sandy

Transferred art work onto white tiles for 

colouring in, to make into a large wall art 

piece near the Medicine Garden

Finished off lesson with sharing of WWW



Week 8
Artwork and set up for Nunga Cafe

Sat on the mat for welcome to country, MALPA pledge and sharing circle. 

Checked completed art work before being transferring onto tiles – with 

support from Sandy.

El took small groups out to help set up for Nunga Café, setting up op shop, 

sweeping garden, setting up chairs etc

Young Doctors shared their artwork with positive feedback and 

encouragement from each other.

All students helped to  finish the set up for Nunga Café in the Medicine 

Garden, hosted by Young Doctors.



Week 9
Finish off Artwork for Medicine Garden

Sat on the mat for welcome to country, Malpa pledge and sharing 

circle of feelings and wellbeing

Shared art work – the story behind it.

Completed the artwork on the tile – with support from Sandy, our 

artist

Researched information on Medicine Garden plants for our sign 

boards

Shared afternoon tea of scones, with jam and cream

Sharing of WWW



Week 10

Excursion to Botanic Garden for Bush 

Tucker Trial and Artefacts workshop

Reminded students of expectations as Young 

Doctors – on an outing – representing 

ourselves, Young Doctors, Malpa and our 

school

Gave out hats/caps to wear for the day

Travelled by bus to Botanic Gardens

After our own exploration in the Gardens we 

did the Bush Tucker food trail with Trent Hill 

– Aboriginal cultural guide, followed by an 

Artefacts workshop

We had lots of food stops during the day.

We finished off the day back at school with 

sharing of WWW and writing a brief 

reflection of the day

A WONDERFUL DAY OUT!! 

THANK YOU ☺



Week 11

Follow up  from excursion and SA Ambulance

Sat on the mat for welcome to country, Malpa pledge 

and sharing circle. Showed photos of excursion on the 

big screen

Young Doctors chose pictures to laminate and take 

home to share with family about the learning at the 

Bush Tucker trail

Students added more information and photos for the 

excursion booklet to send to Malpa.

Continued to work in small groups, using their laptops, 

to research plants in the Medicine Garden, adding 

information relating to bush tucker or medicinal use, to 

be used for sign boards.

Showed the YouTube clip of SA Ambulance to introduce 

Young Doctors to the excursion to Calvary Hospital at 

the end of the term

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vGre8GPr4k8



Week 12 Being in control Connection to mind and emotions

Sat on the mat for welcome to country, MALPA pledge and sharing circle. 

Introduced the idea of a personal thermometer – for Young Doctors to keep 

a check on how they are going. 

Played the Baker Boy YouTube video, In Control, encouraging kids to be up 

and moving

Debriefed about what they liked about it –music, words, dance moves, kids 

in it. 

Asked students to share what words/ideas they heard and liked. What kinds 

of message is he trying to send? And what kinds of things is he encouraging 

you to do? Made a list of all the positives. 

Discussed what ‘being in control’ might mean for them. 

Explained that the next few lessons are about learning to be in control as 

much as possible, to regularly check in on each other. The plan is for 

students to create their own hip-hop moves to Baker Boy’s ‘in control’.

Played laminated card game of being in control (as Cars R Us’ had not yet 

arrived

Shared personal thermometers witht the group at the end of the lesson



Week 13

Feeling Good About Me – Being in Control lesson 2

Sat on the mat. Did welcome to country and MALPA 

pledge

Checked on our personal thermometer

Asked who has ever experienced any feelings.

Explained that we will be exploring the world of 

feelings today and how that relates to being in control.

Showed the PowerPoint so students could identify the 

emotions in each slide

Cut and paste the  feelings to match the emotions

Lesson cut short to due Evacuation Drill so will 

continue this lesson as a finish off to Young Doctors in 

Term 4



Week 14

Diabetes with Calvary  

Sat on the mat for welcome to country, Malpa pledge and sharing circle. 

Asked YD to mark on their own personal thermometer – one for how they 

have felt most of the week and one for how they are feeling now.

Listened to Liz from Calvary North Adelaide share about Diabetes

• Questioning students on their knowledge, understanding of Diabetes

• Types of Diabetes and symptoms of each

• Hypoglycaemia and hyperglycaemia – differences

• Insulin – what is it and how does it work

• Shared resources – finger prick machine, insulin pump, the Diabetes kit

• Book resources

• Answered lots of questions

Shared pasta afternoon tea – prepared by volunteers

• Introduced the Cars R Us set of cards and asked YD to find 2 cards that 

showed the emotions they were feeling today

• Asked them to explain their choices with the group



Week 15
Excursion to Calvary North Adelaide to meet Dr Nick Rieger –

surgeon, gastroenterologist and his nursing staff to learn about what 

happens in hospital – job opportunities, roles and responsibilities, 

intertwined with culture and identity 

We got to go down to the basement with Liz who is a Registered Nurse 

and she showed us how to do CPR. She showed us what the inside of 

organs looked like and how lungs fill up with air. Liz showed us how to 

give injections using a manikin and also how to administer food to 

patients that couldn’t eat them selves 

There were a number of different activities set up for the students to 

see the different roles of working in a hospital. Young Doctors were 

able to get their finger pricked to see their sugar levels, checking blood 

pressure and getting their temperature taken. 

Dr Nick spoke to the kids and explained what he did and that he had 

already done surgery that morning before meeting us. 

The students got to get a plaster cast on them to feel what it would be 

like if they broke their arm. 

At the end there was a small lunch provided to the students. 

AN AMAZING DAY!!!



Week 16

Feeling Good About me – bring in Control 

We continued the lesson that was cut short due to an Evacuation

We went through and used the thermometers to see how everyone 

was feeling,

We continued to talk about feeling and behaviours. 

Asked kids individually to think about the emotions they feel most 

often and which categories they mostly fit into. Glued feeling words 

to match emotions.

Revisited the idea that feelings and emotions are fine – it’s all about 

how we handle them.  It’s easiest to handle them effectively 

(particularly negative emotions), when we are calm.

We then watched a video on how to make a stress ball. We talked 

about how a stress ball would help them in stressful situations when 

they are feeling stressed out and frustrated.

Young Doctors then made 2 stress balls out in the Medicine Garden, 

to use at home or school, as needed, to help with relaxation when 

stressed. They also checked out the tile artwork which had their own 

pictures showing feelings that made them feel calm and relaxed.



Young Doctors 

GRADUATION 2020

After a tricky year with COVID, Young Doctors

finished for a period of time, then came back in 

Term 3 with some changes in students attending. 

Even though we couldn’t have as many outside 

speakers and Elders present we persisted and 

finished Young Doctors well with GRADUATION!!! 

Certificates and goodie bags were presented by 

our Principal, we played pass the parcel game with 

questions about learning from Young Doctors and 

ate lots of yummy food.

THANK YOU MALPA for your support over the year.



THANK YOU from Elizabeth Grove Young Doctors 2020 


